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Sq-uare da-ncing has become a wonderful recrsation for the middle
aged. In fact, too much so, ViThy

more college-aged and
teen aged youngsters taking it
up? Don't tell me about the
teen age square dance clubs , I
know all about them, T'loy are
are great, but there aro zji
enough of them, iiThy not? Take
an honest survey of your own
club and find out for yourself, I certainly am not against older people squa.re dancing. I*m only raising
the question - why are we not recruiting more of the
younger generation?
Hundreds of colleges in the country
have active folk dance clubs. How many have active - or
inactive - square dance clubs. Whs-t is drawing our yoi:!ng
people into folk dancing and driving them ai-jay from our
o^?m sque^re dancing? The answer hs.d better come fast 9Jid
be correct, Othervrise within one generation there will
he fsxf people interested in the ds-nces of our oim country, T'le.t ^'ould be tragic. It probably is not going to
happen. Bat it will unless some answers are given and
given now.
There are some answers here. Let's find them.
.-fjren't

Sincerely

Ralph

Nj^^^^^g^

by

ii .

EiZTiM 5*000

,

M .D,

5?he
reat increase in the pOjTularity of the sqimre
dance is one of the nmjor social phenomena of recent
years, •'/rith clubs and croups m-ulti plying in a cha-in reaction. It has become a vital part of the public recreation movement, and schools and universities have absorbed it into their educational program,
<

!I'his laa>ds us to ask:
What is the value of scfuare"
dancing? What does this folk art offer to the individual performer?

In coinmon vith general dancing it offers pleasant
association hetv-een the sexes, and the release of various tensnions f .row:h bha enjojinsnt of rhythmic- inotion
set to melodj'-. .i.nd. there are obvious benefits of re^;ulated exercise. IJovever, square dnncing (including the
contra) has unique advantages and. values that set it a~
part from n-- prly anj'' othsr recreationa-1 activity".

As ?.n art, dancing can be d-ivided into tvo types:
par tici "option in v?hich all take :part, and specta,cula.r,
in v^hich highly skilled dancers perform for others to
vatch. Scaifre dancing is a real particips/bion s.cbivity,
and is dis tin-squished by a hi{<h degree of sociability.
In no other d^nce form are both men and vomen mixed, so
often and become so mutually interde'pendent for a successful toerformc-Jice as in the square. This active, mixed pa.rticipa.tion and team performance gives emotional

3

bsnefits and psychic satisfaction absent from mssive
or solo recreational activities such as watching, lisHxima.n relations are not likely to
tening: Slid, reading.
bo iraproved by ths.t '^hich is 'otirely intelledtml or sol
itary, or ^//here emotions 2nd. feeling are not fjffected
to any ,?:reat extent. I^or are they improved to any appre
ciable d-r.ree by recr-.ations, clubs and groups vhich re
strict T-ide social contact.

V
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?he square dance is beautifully ordered for multipla social particimtion ^"ith its ci-oadrille formation,
It's roa.ny
chpnge ]:®.rtner.
salute, ctirtaey, string,
patterns vp.ry from the seda.te, smooth snd
intore??tin^vigsomewiir.t imiform style of team performance to the
permit more individup.l expresoroiis and hardy, which
sion (didoes). It is suited to all afes, to every temYoun^; children can squp.re
per^ioent and constitution.
drnce; so can their ,f:rand;;pB' rents - and both in the same
set.
-^^xi^y.

The spirit of this dance is lisird to describe, but
is easily felt and understood as one learns its figures.
The tempo of the music is fast, emphatic and steady,
this music is combined with the co-ordinated
7/hsn
performance end congenial, social contact in
physice-1
thg scras.re it gives a quick feeling of well-being and a
glow of innsr satisfaction. And when the ;^roup learns
to perform each movement as the cfll is given, both the

dancers and the caller are i-f forded the wonderful sxhil
er;-.bion which accompanies .perfection of timing

timing and the changing pattern of the squa-re
lethargic types end brings them to a
state of alertness they seldom other^r^ise show - unless
And the ha,y^A'ire,
perhtiips when their house is on fire I
jittery, jerky tjrpes are toned dox^'n, evened out, vdth
I'his

accelerp.tes the

corresponding benefit in poise, grace and dignity • But
f-undementally the greatest value of the square dace is
its sociability. The square dance group is the most sociable and democratic of all associatioxxS.
No other
group approaches it in this respect.
Their clubs are
open to everyone vrilling to leern the tecliiiiques of the
dance.
All may enjoy it, whether or not they are capable of highly co-ordinated and refined movement.
The squa.re dissip©.tes petty purposes, empty formal
ities and secticiial differences. Learnirjg to dance and
joining together in the same set helps give a group of
peo'pls, no matiier what their
backi-roimd, a feeling of
co-operation and genuine oneness *
This encourages the
deveirpment of social grace in its finest sense, and
promotes friendliness and consideration for others. It
is hard to harbor
prejudice against a person who has
danced with you.
The very nature of the square dance
and its inherent democracy makes it an ideal public relations activity.

'59 )0

In the field of mental health and personality development the sociability of square dancing is invaluable. People who suffer wounds of the spirit, and those
v/ho
have neurotic tensions and inferiorities have
strong feelings of difference and apartness, and very
much need to acquire the sense of belonging to a group.

There is an emotional shell a.bout each of us. ^very person, to a greater or lesser degree, builds this
protective covering, a defense against the possibility
of being hurt by other people. The oversensitive often
seek to avoid making a mistake simply by not doing anything.
It is quite true that in tha.t way they do avoid
mistakes, and the general em harassment they fear so
much.
But they also miss life itself and all its

thrills and satisfactions.

Mixing with people is the real, the ultimate ciire.
person is to live an interesting and satisfying
life, he mtist come out of his shell and join up with
people; he must act like people and go out to them.
If a

The square dance cluh utilizes the principle of
positive action, and it gives to its memhers a social
place and a feeling of belonging*
It involves the taking of the initiative in joining with others. A recluse loses his natural ease with people and loses the
common touch; thus his persona,lity becomes warped. He
fails to get the human understanding and help that are
necessary to successful living and happiness*

©

3^3^
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It is vital for our well-being that we be accepted hj at least some of the people with whom we live and
work and play.
It is from these associations that we
gain stat-us and identity. Personal contacts and friendly relations with others are almost essential as life
The hard fact of our existence is that alone,
itself.
we are nobody; we ha.ve to relate to others to be some-

body.
In final analysis we have no problems in our lives
but social problems , and these problems can be solved
only if we mix with and become interested in otit fellowmen.

The square dance has a happy, friendly atmosphere
that is contagious. It a.ccentuates the positive asHi^ts

of personality, animation, tendency to be alert, to be
co-operative, direct, cheerful, confident, to be soing
OTit with
cordiality, to smile and a desire to be helpfill and being interested in others.
It is tailored to
meet so many of our basic needs, social, physical, esthetic, that one can hardly exaggerate its contribution
to the educational and recreational movement. It deserves its popularity.
Mo one caji maize a better investment for him or herself than to Join the nearest square dance club or
group, and become a regular booster and supporter.
The- dividends are more
friends, a more effective
personality, greater happiness, and a longer life.

<'

There is still time for you to register for any of the
last three sessions of Maine Folk Dance Camp. ]Melda
Drury, Mary Ann Herman and Balph Page will be instructors for Mexican, General Folk, and Squares & Contras.
Write immediately to Mary Ann Herman, Pioneer Gamps,
Bridgton, Maine, for further information. Also a special Labor Day Weekend of dancing at the same place may
fit your plans for a holiday at that particular time.

Conny & Marianne Taylor hold weekly folk dances at the
Cambridge, Mass., YWCA every Thursday and Hriday evenings. Call them at 62 Fottler Ave. Lexington, JViass. for
more detailed informaticm. Ask them too, for news about
their annual Stov/e, Vt. weekend, Sept. 29 -Oct. 1. 1967»
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During the past two or three j'-ears I bB.Te stayed
pretty well out of national print.
Not beca-use I had
run out of words but because my small voice » along with
a few others, had said and resaid the same things over
and over and over with the same negligible results. We
who plainly saw what was in the future were like babes
lost in the wilderness calling sjid calling. Apparently
nobody heard us; it seemed a waste of breath as well as
a ^^aste of time*
However, about six months '*0.go, it seemed that aleverybody simultainously saw the ^reat light. All
began to shout, not in the wilderness, but from the
housetops,
JViagazine a>fter magazine devoted to the future of sq-uare dancing took up the htie and cry and fill
ed page after page with thoughts that can be siammed up
in one short paragraph^

iaost

"Sc^Tjare
dancing is making a headlong dive toward
self-destruction.
It is committing suicide because of
too maoy so-called improvements being hurled at dancers

too fast for comforta,t)le digestion*
Too many and too
complicated non-descriptive terms have disco-uraged too
many good dancers.
To conti:^-ue healthy growth and cut
doi'jn mortality, callers, teachers and leaders mxist sort
through the latest hokus-pocus and offer their clientele only the best and creative nevr movements, hy-passing the riga.marole masCiUerading as the "latest and best
est", but really only enigmas with non-descriptive
names serving to discourage 90/^ of every floor,"
IiTow any one who stands in the way of sensible progress is completely insane. Most of those who are yelling the loudest for us to return to the ^,ood old days
did themselves pass through a, painless change when the
all-moving pleasant ^E^ttems displaced the tedious visiting couple sq-uares.
This step was really sensible
progress. However, if most of the htmdreds of so-called
basics la.tely developed were put throtigh a fine sieve
very, very few wouLd be big enough or large enough to
remain in the collajider as the useless ones
pa^ssed
thro-ugh as dross and worthless diast, not fit for htanan

cons-umption.

'"^
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Most of the newly-graduated callers and a.ll of
fly-by-night hot shots resisted any thoughts that
what they vrere offering as the very latest wa,s the
primary cause of the number of drop outs . It seemed to
them that there was an endless supply of recruits just
waiting and panting for the opportunity to sign up.
The world ims their oyster. Anyone with the temerity
to disagree vath them was labelled "fuddy-duddy", and
However, to repeat, the pendulum
"windbags of doam"»
has started to swing the other ii/ay. Those in the upper
echelons have become aware ths.t enlistment is now below
the

n-umlier of those AlfOL.
something about it,

the

They are attempting to

do

Editorial after editorial, sljdy at first, but now
openly c-^illing a spade a spade, are advising callers to
put on the brakes • It has now become too apparent that
the activity is like a runaway team of horses with no~
body at the reins. Bringing dancing back to a sensible
relaxing pastime cannot be accomplished by any national
Organiz0.tion that makes rules and outlaws patterns. It
must bo done hy the callers themselves on their o^/m ini
tiative. They must learn to sort out and discard screwTo challenge and ball up
ball ca.lls and movements.
floors v/ith non-improvements which have snuck into the
realm of sq-ua.re dancing, is a sure wa.y to send folks
Let the crackpot danhome discoiu^aged end. disgusted.
cers, the status-minded seniuses, organize their own
They will soon become so elite tha.t they won't
clubs.
be able to stand even themselves and will quit dancing
Scus.re dejicing will be the better off when
completelj''.
They are a loud-mouthed minority group
this happens.
who hs.ve influenced the cs.llers far too long.

advocating a return to the daj'-s of Red
I Bm lOT
I AM advocating
River Yalley and Dive for the Oyster,
that callers use more of the pleasant patterns which
can be called in directional English and interpreted by
Some of these are
the m.ajority of dancers on the f3.y.
They will be relished by all good danbrand new.
cers and TJill help to build permanent enthusiasts. The

callers must f et on the bs.ll and analyse the new offerings before they htirl them at their clubs and dancers.
3y doing so thej^ vill create permanancy. It is their
ball to cs>rry for a touchdovm, or to fumble it beldJid
the line of scrlimnage*

A
s OUjND
P?iOBlEh\1
hy JIM HILTtON
There are infrequent occasions i^hen it is desirable to use tifjo ajaplifiers to cover a hall, usually for
one of two reascais: one, to cover a long hall with a^
low ceiling by placing speakers at both ends; the other,
when it is desirable to have the floor speakers producing two different levels of sound, as for instsjice in
an ell-shaped hall. The first is more frequently encountered, and can ^ive more trouble in bajancing the sound,
so it will be discussed in some detail. Actual hookup
is the same in both cases.

If you put spea.kers at one end of a hall, and they
food coverage almost to the ottier end, it would
seem reasonable to assume that all you need to do is
add a little more sound from the rear, to cover the
hr.ll com-oletely. YOU C QUID HOT Hi'' MOBS .-mOMOl The fronj?
and rear s-peakers mu^t produce the same volume and tone
quality, or you will have bad sound in as much as half
of the floor area I
Careful attention to the following
recommendations should ttive you the best possible resioits, when driving soiand from both ends of a 1ki.11,
fTive

WmT
1.

Ti^JO

IS ICSEDED

amplifiers, of cotirse.

2. Ijnotjgh matched speakers for adeq."uate coverage,
(Remember this: adding rnoro speakers doesn't produce
more soimd, ^ust better distribution. The only way to
get more total soimd is to ose more amplifier power).

3« If the slave amplifier is to be on the stage, a
shielded cord^ not more than l6 feet long, fitted with
mike plugs at either end, or:
^0 If the slave is to be more than l6 feet from
the master, two line matching transformers, with low impedance cable long enough to connect the two amplifiers,

WHSRB TO POT

TKll

SIATS AiWLIFISR

vill drive tYa front Jipeakers,
Ir you put the slave on the
st^^ge, ^;c" iT^ust
ccp.^-'ilsr the line losses c^o.iLed by the
long speaker le£.?s that yo\i i^u^.t u^e. The l6-^s.fe vire
provided with Hilton equipment has a resistance of
about #8 ohms per hundred feet, and the 18-gage wire
used with most others has 1#3» Translated into Tlnglish,
T'-^.s

ar.ci

the

5T3sst^r BJiipllfi&r

sl&v^

t'ne

rear,

C7>

V

—^ H
"

/

this means that if you use 200 feet of speaker cord,
almost one fourth of your power to the
So putting the slave on the stage is
rear speakers!
pr?.ctics.l only if you have the necessary reserve power.
This line loss can be avoided by placing the slave at
By using two matching transforthe rear of the hall.
mers, you can run low impede.nce cable for almost any
distance between the master and the slave, vjithout dis-

you can lose

cernible line loss.

HO^ TO

MME

THE HOOKUP

master amplifier as you ordinarily
were using only one amplifier; it will
drive the front speakers.
Into the "Tape record" jack
on the master amplifier, plug one end of the shielded
cable, or one of the matching transformers. Into one of
the "Microphone" inputs of the slave, plug the other
end of the shielded cable, or the other transformer,
^7ith the necessary length of low impedance cable to con
nect the two transformers. TURN THIS MICHOPH03JIB CONTROL
ON THHl SLAYiil TO MILL BASS. THIS GIVIUS J^IAT KBSPONSB. IJ*
YOU DO NOT USS PULL BASS ON TH^ TONS C(BTROL, TH5 SE^AK
mS DRIVI^T BY TffiH SLATHI i/ILL SOUND TINNY IND WIAK,
Set up

woiild, if

the

you

HOW TO BALANCE

I^iASToilR

AND SLAVS

If you are driving from both ends locate the exact midpoint of the hall.
Put a called record on the
turntable of the master, and turn up enough voliane so
ths,t you can hear all over the empty hall. Stand at the
midpoint of the hall, and have someone turn up volume
on the slave until, from the midpoint of the ha.ll, you
hear the front and rear speakers at exactly equal volume. Be very careful about this I I'/hen you get the balance exactly ri^.ht, you can take one step for^/'ard from
the midpoint, and you will hear only the front speakers.
One step back from the midpoint, and you will hear only
the rear speakers.
,

Do not allow any further

adjustment of the slave
voice-miisic balance, or treble-bass compensation which is made on the ma.ster will
be duplicated on the slave. From here on, operate escactly as if you were using only one amplifier ~ the master.

Any adj-ostment of

vclujTie,

If you are not driving from both ends, all of the
foregoing instructions apply, except that yaoi may want
the slave speaker driving at a different level, to get
the desired coverage for your particular situation* But,
once a^:ain, when you have the balance and coverage that
you want, don*t allow anyone to readjust the controls
on the slave amplifier.

Looking for traditional Bew England-style square dancing? Come to the Monadnock Region of New Hampshire any
Friday or Saturday night and dance to squares and contras called by "Duke" Miller to live music. Every Friday night the Peterboro (>olf Club holds open dances
8:30 - 12:00,
^very Saturday night the dances will be
found in Fitzwilllam Town Hall, 8:30 - 12:00 p.m*
The Belmont (Mass.) Square and Polk Dancers invite you
to dance with them on Friday nights the year round.
You will da,nce Folk, Square and Gontras to Ted Sannella
8:30 - 11:30, in the First Armenian Church, 380 Concord
Avenue, Belmont,
The Belmont bus from Ha rvsxd Square
stops at the door.

1^

(Dhe

Lancers

by RALPH PAGE

ii)

SUllDPS

lajaContinuing research into the subject of the
cers convinces me that no one knows exactly who was the
originator of this particular dance form. One edition
of the liicj^clopedia Britannica makes the startling
statement that they were "invented by Laborde in Paris
tn 183 6, They were broia^ht to England in 1850, and were
made fashionable by jyiadame Sacre at her classes in iianover Square Rooms." The author offers no corroborative
evidence.
This same edition too, says that the C,iiadrille was bro\i#ht to England by William the Conquerorl
How interesting - if true 1 1 Many hours spent in the library of Cecil Sharp House in London, England, la,st October ajid loveraber were most rewarding. Here are a few
of the most interesting items pertaining to the Lancer^,

A Short

History ," byA.H, Itanl©
ipaxticular^ form of Q,uadrille which gained
fantastic popularity in the middle of the century, a
popularity which did not wane for about fifty years,
vras the Lancers.
Altho\2gh this form of squsxe dance
came into being shortly after the arrival of the Quadrilles into
mgland, it does not appear to have foimd
"Social

says: "One

Dance,

much favotir imtil about be.lf'.-.-aj'- through th century.
Philip Richardson carried cut a ^reat deal of research
into the que?-:::. ri, discovering an advertisement which
appeared in the Ldl:lin livening Post of May, 1817 which
contains a reference to the Lancers, He dIso lottttd two
possible claimants for the credit of originating the
d. nee 9^

Philip J.S, Richardson, mention
ed above, is a highly respected man
in iUnglish dance circles, I believe \\
that ho is still living, though well A
over ninety years of. age if he is
still with us. A professional dajicing master for n^-ny, many years,
he might best be described as the
'*doyen" of ballroom dancing. His
book " The Social Dances of the
19th CentTUT .'* is an excellent
reference work on the suhject.
He TcTTites about the Lancers as
follows, beginning on page 70 of his book. "Although
that well-known variation of the Q,uadrille, known as
the •'Quadrilles des lanciers" or more pop\ilarly
*Ianeers" ^/ra,s invented very shortly after the introduction
in 1815 of the Quadrille in England and was evidently
danced occasionally, it does not appear to have ccane
into favour until considerably later in the century.
.

**I have found it
impossible to discover with certainty i^ho irra-s the inventor of this dance.
There are
two claimants, and one cannot say whether one of these
"borrowed" the idea from the other or if they both drew
from a cranmcm unkiiown source."

The oft-mentioned advertisement in the Dublin ISvening Post is given by Richardson on page 71 of his book:
«E3¥ quAieiLLSS-This Day is published by I. Willis, No.
7 Westmoreland Street, price 3 /3d.
"La Dorset", "Lodoiska," "La Native", "The Lancers",
with the figures in Prench and :3nglish as danced at the
Countess of Jfemhem^s '3i:.ll on Wednesday 9th of April
1817 at the Nobility *s Assemblies and at the Rotunda.

The music by Yaniewicz and Spagnoletti. The fifeiires by
Mr. Duval,
"To which is added a new Waltz by Spagnoletti, the
m\ich?-adinired Stop-Waltz and the National Waltz respectively dedicated by permission to the Right Honourable
the Countess of Eamham - arranged for the Pianoforte,
Harp or Violin."

Richardson §:oes on to say; •*! have in my possession a coiy of a later edition of tMs piece of music
which bears the title '•The Jjancers' (^t!i£?d]e=llles or Iharal
Th6 title page also contains
of Dublin's Second Set*"
a reference to the Lancers being danced at Almack's,
and from the imprint this particular edition se^ms to
have been published by the London office of the same
firm of ''/illis."
Duval's figures were;
1, La Dorset (J'lusic by Spagnoletti)
2. Lodoiska (Music by Ereutzer)

W

3» La Native (Music from The 3eggar«s Opera)
Graces (I'iusic anonymotls, with the alternative
of music from The Haunted Tower, "Pretty iyiaiden" , by
C.3m Horn).
5» Les Lanciers (Music by Yaniewicz).

-^. Le.s
-

As regards the occasion on which these were danced
the jPreeman»s Journal of Dublin, April 11th, 1817, saysj
"PASHIOMABLS p]TT]LLI0TmC3-The Countesa of Mraham held
a Grand Ball and Supper on Wednesday April 9 th 181?, attended by - nearly 300 fashionables."
Richards on goes on to note that "The second claimant TrJas one Joseph Hart, who published his "Les Lanciers, a second set of Quadrilles" in 1820, by V/hi taker
and Co. of London. This title page sets forth "Les Lanciers, a second set of Q,uadrilles for the Pianoforte
fig-ures, as danced by tha nobility
vfith entirely new
and gentry at Tenby in the summer of I8I9. Composed and
most respectively dedicated to Lady and the Misses Beechy by Joseph Hart, London, for the Author Whi taker &
Co. 75 St. Paul's Churchyard."

Hart's figures and music were:
(Music by Spagnoletti)
1, la Rose
2, Lodoiska (Music by ICreutzer)

3, La Dorset (Music from The Befgar*s Opera)
^'. Les Landers (Music by Yaniewicz)
5. L'::Jtoile (Music by Storace, "Pretty Maiden"
The I-iaunted Tower).

from

Again from the same book: "Further research has
figures was
reve8>led the fact tliat the music for all
either by an English composer or arranged by a foreigner whilst in England. ^iJhen selected from that of a
foreign composer, that composer vjas in England about
the time of the introduction of the dance. This leads
me to suspect that the dance was of Ilnglish origin."
"Spagnoletti was a violinist who -^^^^
^.
led the orchestra at that timein^_ ^i^-^f^-^Y^i^J^^C.
the Fing's Theatre, London. /^^^Mt^f^
The figure "Lodoiska" xmAcmb^J^U^-f^^
'^^'
edly takes its title from
^.'"^,|J''^^K'- /-^V/l^^
the musical romance of that
^
'tv}<i---'^r''^-~\
nejne partly composed by Stor^^;SP--%^ ,>-/ ^y^^]^race and partly adapted by
i'iiit^t^-i-^'://^
him from Preutzer and Cheru-V-^''^'Tf^l{£^ •)
bini, produced in 179^. l^ev^i-- \^'0j':;7^^4^
zer is credited with the music
for this figure".
r'^i^i
,

'Y'^h^y^

Ito-ing the first \^b^X

M/Jy::^ h-^^^r^y
''-"^^^

of the century Q.uadrilles:::ri;er
were so popular that variants of
them ha.d short shift. It does seem though, a long time
for the Lancers to wait until about 1850 to become really popular. Once adopted by society they made up for all
lost time .erowing in popularity and enjoying a long and
liB.ypy life for over sixty years.
Mr. Richardson gives a description of Duval's LanHe notes too, that his
cers on page 1^1 of his book.
description is confirmed in a "Ouide to the Ballroom" by
The figures
R. Hill and published in Lincoln in 1822.

10
for Hart's lancers are found on pa^e 1^2 with tliis
statement that they are "taken from *la Terpsichore Modern© 'i, a Ballroom Giiide by J.S^ Pollock. It a-ppears to
have been published about 1830."

Desrat in his Dictionnaire, clearly states that
Lancers were of English origin, adding that they
were introduced into France in 18^8«
the

All of which brings us down to the aforementioned
Madame Sacre* Mrs, Lily Grove in her Dane ing (Badminton
series) says that she was a fashionable dancin^i -mis tress
of that time ( 1840-50 )•
She trained four young debu
tantes and their partners in the intricacies of Bart's
Set, and when it had been thoroughly masteresd they performed the dance at some of the big balls of the high
season. It soon became most popular.

c^

mm

For some time after the revival of the Lancers it
seems to have been customary to use the original music,
but j^;radually other tunes were substituted. In fact it
became customary to tise music based on popular musical
comedies, operettas and even operas of the day*
In Part 4 of the series on the lAncers, we promSo
ised to give you some lUuropean Lancers in Part 5»
It was taught by Germain and
here is one from Prance.
Louise He bert at our May Polk Dance V/eekend exactly as
they saw it dajiced at a folk dance camp at Pont-ChretThe record used was : "Les Quadien, Prance, in 1964,
rille des La.nciers", Uni-Disc Ex-45-190M. The music on
this recording with the exception of one li^^ure is iden
tical to the "Original London Lancers".

Figure 1. Les Tiroirs or La Dorset
Intro: Bow to partners, to opposite, to

comers

Pirst two forv/ard and "back (Ml and W 3)
forward again. T-urn opposite with both hands once
arotind C¥ and retiim to places.
Same tvio couples (l & 3) change places with walking steps, cpl 1 passing between cpl 3» Both cpls ttirn
Repeat
in toward partner to face opposite once more*
vdth cpl 3 passing between cpl 1.
All bow to comer (quite slowly)
All t-urn comers CM once aroimd. Retxim to places.
Repeat figure for M 2 & TT ^; M 3 & ¥ 1; M 4 & ¥ 2.

Figure 2m les Lignes or la Lodoiska or La Victoria.
Intro • Same as in Figiire 1.

First couple forvrard and back (U- steps)
ForT«;ard a^in to center. Leave lady in
center fapartner.
cing
Same couple chasse ^-steps to ovm right, then chas
se ^-steps to o^m left to places in center of the set.
Same couple turn
once aroimd to finish in orihead
position.
ginal
Side couples sepai^te, join the heads in lines of
four. (Vfnile cpl 1 is turning into place - cpls 2 & 4
release pa.rtners hands and join hands with head couples)
Both lines forward and back (^walking steps)
All turn partners C¥ once around
Couples 2, 3 and
repeat fi^iares in turn.

W

if-

^/^^'''
'f^&%;

1.^ :fr-

Figure 3« Les MouLinets or La Native
Intro: As in

i'i^nire

1.

First two forvjard and back (M 1, & W 3)
Forward, "bow and ciirtsey as nmsic slows
The same two return to original places
All foTir ladies grand chain
Repes.t for other couples in turn.

Figure ^m Les Visites or L^^cossaise or Lea Graces
Intro; As in Figxire 1.

All Join right hands with partner
Head two couples (l & 3) lead to the right* Bow
and curtsey to couples Z Ss k respectively. Then
head
two couples move aroimd inside the set to couples 4 & 2
to who they bow and c"urtsey in turn.
Couples 1 & 4, 3 & 2 make a right hand star and
ttirn

once aroiond G¥

Men join both hands with partner and turning
C¥ all move back to original places.
First tv7o couples right. a^d left foiir (Bo not talEB-ii
hands in doing this).
Repeat entire figiare for side two couples. Then repeat
whole figure for both heads and sides once more*

Figiire 5* "Les lanciers

Intro. As in Figure 1
All grand right and left once aroimd to places
With right hs.nds Joined, couple 1 promenade arouad
the inside of the set, greeting couples 2, 3 and 4,
to
finish in own place facing out of the sq-uare, while the
other couples line up behind couple 1. (As coufle 1
moves past couple 2, they fall in behind couple 1 to
stand directly behind them in the line; couple 4 falls
into line behind couple 2; couple 3 remains in place).
All chasse 4 steps, M to R, ¥ to L. M pass behind

their partners . All talance f on-Tard and "back.
All rechasse to place. All balance f ori-.'s.rd & tack.
All promenade c (M t,o L? •/ -bo R, single file. As
the meet partners he.;. rvAay ro-imi the set» they promenade "by couples into original line of foixr.
All forvra,rd and "back - 4 steps
original
Forv.'ard agaiu and t-um partners C¥ into
place in the sqtzare,
Hepeat figoire with other couples leading in turn.#
Mnale: All polka aroimd the room*
2'-

SWISS

LANOSRS

Karl Wegaann, formerly of Zurich, Switzerland, novr
of Aspen, Colorado, sends this version of the Lancers.
I3anced to tho san^ record and music as the Tersicm Just
given. In fact, it is almost the salce dance*. The directions hox'/ever, are much more explicit. Since vie are try
ing to Make this series as complete as possible im are
including it. Farl vrrites that the original text is "by:
M. Pierre Bordier, Versoix / VD, Translated by Richard
Gmm and Farl Wegmann.

Introduction: "^ch of the five figures is preceded
by the folloi'ring "Honoring Figure":
Meas •
1-2
Partners face and each takes 1 sidestep R vrith R
ft, closing L ft vjithout weight; then. M bo^•JS, W curtseys
MeSvS

Still facing, each sidesteps L with L, ft, closing
v;eight, then repeat bow and curtsey.
5«8 Join R hands and ^jalk one full turn in 8 steps, all
end up facing ctr as at the beginning*

3-^

R ft without

22

Pigure 1. Les tiroirs (The Dravrers)

Meas

1-2
3^4
5-8

M 1 &

if 3
meet in ctr with 4 steps beg. R ft.
(i.e, 3 steps fi-rd, close on 4th, taking vreight)
M 1 Gj
3 retire to place with 4 more steps beg,
R ft.
M 1 & -f 3 advance ^gain, Join R hands and tiirn
almost one ftdl t-usen in the middle. They release
hands as soon as, they 8.re facing their own ptr &
advance tv/d their ptr offering L hand and making
one L-hand tirm with ov/n ptr back to place
~
1st
& 3rd cpls change places, cpe 3 dividing and
12
9
allowing Gpl 1 to j^ss throiigh. Both tnm as cpls
to face ctr once they reach opposite position.
13-16 1st & 3rd cpls ret-um home, this time cpl 1 dividing, etc.
17-20 All face corner and do 4 balances (a balance is a
sidestep with one ft and slight point with the other foot). All begin with R ft*
21-24 G-ive R h?jids to corner, twcn once aroimd and ret-um to place, all in 8 steps.
T'7

Repeat whole Figtire, M 2 & ¥ 4 active
«

II

ti

If

1?

tt

M 3 & ¥ 1
M 4 & W 2

9
»

Pigiare 2. Les lignes (The Lines)
Intro. As in Figure 1
Meas
1st cpl 4 steps fvrd and 4 steps back
In 4 steps M 1 leads his ptr into the ctr into a
position in which her back is twd the sp8.ce between cpl 3 & 4; he himself is facing her ( his
back twd space between cpl 2 and his o^fm original position).
M 1 & W 1 each chasses in 4 gallop steps straight
to o\m R (their line of movement v/ill be on a diagonal thro-ugh the sqimre, i,e. on a line SW by
W^l if one thinks of 1st cpls original position as
South). Don(t leave the sq-uare. Then keeping eyes
on ptr M 1 c V/ 1 balance fwd & back in new position, beginning R ft»

1-4
5-6

7-8

J

Meas

M 1 & ¥ 1 chasses L in ^ gallop steps to moet again in ctr.
15~l6 Ml &
1 join R hsjids and t-urn i^/ith ^ very quick
steps, separating s.t the end, whereby M 1 & ¥ 1
each end up beside ovm corner (farcing in).
Meam/hile, during these seine meas.(l50l6) cpl 3
Join R ha^nds, ttirn once in ^ steps, separate and
end up beside comers.
At this point there are now 2 lines of 4- dancers each,
facing each other in the position of 2nd oj ^th cpls
13-1^!'

\'f

17-20
21-24

The lines advance in ^ steps & retire in ^ steps
Ptrs give R hands and turn into place with 8 sps

Repeat v/hole Pifcure with cpl 2 active (lines in 1st &
3rd cpls positions)
Repea.t whole Figure with cpl 3 active (in 2nd & 4th pos»)
n
»
«
(in 1st & 3rd pos.)
cpl 4
»'

»»

— -r^'*.
Figure 3. Les moulinets (The Mills)
f
Intro. As in S'igure 1
\^ y
Meas,
¥ 3 takes 4 steps fwd
¥ 3 takes 4 stei^ back, at the same time M 1
takes 4 steps fwd
¥ 3 takes 2 steps fwd, at the same time M 1
5
takes 2 steps back.-fards
6
¥ 3 & M 1. sidestep-close with bow & curtsey
t3 5:Ml retire to place in 4 steps
In 12 steps all 4 ladies join R hands in a star
9-l4
and move C¥ once around
15-16 G-ive 1 hand to oT^m ptr and turn into place

1-2
3-4

7-8

Repeat whole Figure with W 4 & M 2 active in meas
«

H

11

n

It

n

"¥1&M3"
4
¥ &

«

2

M

M<^gcKl^^>

"

1-8

"fll-8
«»

"

1 * 8

24
figure 4 Les vlsites (The Visits
Meae. 1 • 8 Intro. As in Figure 1

1-4
5 • 8

9-10

11-12
13-14
15-16
17*24

1st cpl goes to 2nd cpl in 4 steps beginning R ft
then, sidestep-close with bow and curtsey
In 8 steps 1st cpl t-ums as a couple CG^ and goes
to 4th cpl and face them
Individxial dancers in cpls 1 & 4 chasse sideways,
¥ to the L, M to the R, M passing behind ptr.
ilach dsjicer balances fwd and back In new position
All chs.ss© back
1st cpl ba,cks into original place
Cpls 1
3 right sjid left through (giving hands)
and back again.
<?3

Repeat whole JPigiire 3 more times with cpls 2, 3 & 4 respectively active.

Figtare 5 les lanciers (The Lancers)

Meas.

1-8

Intro, As in Figure 1

1-16

Grand rights and lefts iribh 2"Steps; when ptrs
meet halfv/ay around, greet each other with a nod
of the head.
17-20 1st cpl in 8 steps move around inside the square
and back to place facing out.
21-24 Cpls
step into a column between cpls 1 & 3
rome.ins
in place )• Cpls are now in a col(Cpl 3
fr
umn all
cing the same direction in the follov/^
ing order: 1, 2, 4, 3,
25-26 Individual dancers chasse sideways with 4 gallop
steps, ¥ L in front of their ptr, M to R.
27-28 ^ilach dancer b lances fwd and back in new position (¥ L ft, il R)
29-32 All rechasse to previous position and balance
fv;d .and back (¥ Wgin balance R ft, M L)
33-36 Ga.st off: M 1 le: ds other men around to L; ¥ 1
leads other Women around to R.
37-40 As partners meet at bottom of the set they join
hands aid move up the set again into the origi»
nal column^ rele se h^joids, face ptrs, joining

2.4
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Mttsical Mi3cer Jxm • $1,00

by Ray Olson
SvTiag Below - $1,50

by

M Moody - A

Book On The Contra Dane©

IDancing Back The Clock - $1,50

directions for 94 Old Time English Roimd Dances
Let»s Create Old Tyme Sqiaare Lancing - $2^50
by Ralph Sweet - A i'lUST book for serious callers

Hew Hampshire Camp Hotebook - $1,00
200 dances - sqimre, contra, folk - songs, recipes

¥ew Hampshire Camp l^re - $1,50
by

Ada.

Page - favorite recipes at H*H. Camps

Conntry Kitchen - $1,75
favorite recipes of Monadnock Region of N.H.
CCMPL1D5® YOUR PILS OF NQRTHSRU JI3NESTI
we have many of the back issues @ ,^Q^ each

Order Any Of The Above Material Prom:

Ralph Page, 11? Washington St. Beene, N.H, 03^31

>/\AJj\J£

FOLK DAHC

^.

CAjWP s
at PIQNllR CAMFS
Bridgton, Maine
Aiigust

13—

18
August 19

^ 24
Aligns t 26 -

September - 1

PLUS

SPECIAL FOLK BANCS VSSEMD - Sept. 1 -

if-

Lance with:

MARY

AM

NSLm

Bm^im

- Balkan & General Polk

LIULSAT - Mexican

EALPH PAGl - Contras, squares & Lancers
Write or call at once; Mary Ann Hermsn
Bridgto^J, Maine
iHnH''iHf4 litl iHthrhHf iHI iHhiHtH ll ltlf Itf
'

ANHmL

STOl'/B,

VT.

MEKMB

THM

ii

llfitfi ill If tihtihhtti itiritf

- September 22 - 24

COMI & MARL/HJITB TAUOR - General folk
DICE CRUM - Balkan dances
RALPH PAGE - contras, squares & Lancers
Write: Conny Taylor, 62 Fottler Ave. Lexington, J-iass,
IDance staff:

mi
cm. 18th

m\]'?

MlWkl lALL OAMP

September 6th - 11th 19 6?
At THS

IM

at SAST HILL FiSM, TROY, N.H,

Eance with;

MIKM

CZOMPO - Himgarian IDances

"DUKE" MILLER

*-

New l^gland Squares

EALPH PAas - Contras & Lancers

CQMY
MARY

5SAMC11S

(DAYLCR - General Polk Dances

BUMINO - Arts & Crafts
RICH

CilS!PNER

Write or call:

Ralph or Ada Page
117 Washington St.
Keene, IT.H. 03^31
phone 352-5006

- Historian

THS

A

THISTLS

Magp.2ine lor Scottish Daxxcars

Descriptions - Backgroimd • History
Times And Places for Dancing In Canada

Six Copies Per Year, $1^25
3515 gpaser St.

Tancouver 10. S>G>

iiii)rmiiiiiiiijiiiiiiiiirHiiii)iiiiiiiiiniiiiiHi
The C^nadisa I'olk JDance Eecord Service carries a full
Write for their list
line of K3¥ SCOTTISH KSCCEffi,
605 King St., West, Toronto 2B, Ontario, Canada

iiinnnmiiiiuiiiiiiiintiiminiiininiiniui i

Copies of old recipe books, the privately printed ones
gathered together by ladies Aid Groups, Rebeckahs, 01
Churges & Granges, AJTD old dance & festival ^ogyaae,.,
Convention Progrsaus, Don't throw them away. Send theii
to me. I collect the© as a part of a research project
I am working on. ALSO, amy old-time miisic, for violi?
or ftdl orchestra. Dance music only, please. Send t<
»

Bali*i Page, 117 Washingtcm St. Keene, N.H. 03^31

iinii/iinii//// i//ii/iiiiiii/i//iiiiiiuniiiiinu
Conny Taylor, 62 Pottler Ave. Lexington, Mass. annotiaR3Cr.|lD SERVICS. Por mwre complete
ces a new FOLK
him
at ?0 2 - Tl^if,
call
Informati<m.

nmm

opposite lines (l M^s line; 1 ¥'s line).
The 2 lines advance and retire (4 steps fwd and
k steps back),
lines advance again, ptrs join H hands and turn
into home position.

liands in 2

41-^

^-48

Repeat whole Figure with cpl 2 leading out
n

»

«

It

9

n

II

M

•

cpl 3
Qpi

f|.

»

n

It

»

to be continued
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B-offalo, U.Y. Folk Dance Camp will be held on labor Day

Weekend, September 1-4, 196? • Write to Dennis Piatkowski, 655 E:enmore Ave. Buffalo, N.Y. 1^223. for further
details.
The Country Dance Society announces two Summer Square
Dances at its 3 Joy St. Boston, I'iass., hall, 8:00 p,m.
Thursday, July 20, Hich Castner will be the caller; and
Thursday, August 24, Ted Sannella. Live music* All are
welcome I The Society also announces its annual Cardigaa
weekend for Sept, 15-17 t 196? • Write them at above address for more -information*
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original
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by Ralph Page
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couples 1, 3» 5» ©tc active
cross over before dance starts

Active couples balance & swing the one below
Active couples- balance & swing partners in the center
Down the center four in line
Turn along, the same way home
^fithin the lines the ssine two ladies chain
It*s hs.rd to believe that we have neglected this real
old-time contra, Anyir/ay, now you have it. It is one of
a group of easy contras suitable for a "first" contra.
Don^t let that put a curse on it; it is Just as well li
ked by veteran dancers. j'Jspecially if you are able to
vary the "Down the center four in line", into something
like "The lady take two men, down the center three", or
"The man take two ladies, etc". Or "Any tliree dov/n the
center," or have them go down foijr in line then say:
"AiTY three come back, etc." or "All the Democrats come
back". In other words, have fun with the dance. That is
if you are familiar with contra calling I {.'
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An original square by Ted Sannella, Lexington, Mass, It
is danced to Don Messer*s recording of the Atlantic polka Quadrille, 2nd change, and the music is publiehed in
Messer*s "Downeast Fiddle Times",
The Dance
The head two couples separate, go halfway
round the outside ring
The side two couples pass right through and
everybody swing
Allemande left your corner, do-si-do your own
Allema.nde left your comer again and a right hand
round your own
Grand right and left around
Meet your partner, pass her by and
df)-si do the next
Swing this lady (a full 16 ct swing)
Promenade her homw (to gent*s home)
ladies gTand chain over and back.

THAJTIS: To Iva Randall,

large package of old-time songs.

Good For Nothing: I have the same opinion of dancee that
physicians have of mushrooms: The best of them are good
for nothing!
St. Francis de Sales (I609)
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MAEAZICm KOLO
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Fo partners. Hands joined dovmward in a

closed circle.

Pace center throioghout,
1, Moving sidewards to the right, take seven steps leading with the right foot and stepping behind with the
left foot on the even coxmt, Finish with weight oii the

right foot, (One step per
the eighth coimt).

beat of

music and hold for

Repeat above moving to the left and starting with
the left foot and right going behind on the even coimt.
Finish with weight on the left.
2, Still facing the center, take a small step forward
Step forward onto the left foot
onto the right foot*
ChtJg
(in front of right and slightly crossed over).
weight forward on
baclar/ards on both feet, keeping the
the balls of each foot. Pick up the left foot and place

alon£;side the right while bringing heels down so
that both feet are flat on the floor..

it

Repeat

fDairt

2»

It's been qiiite a while since we presented a dance from
Joagoslavia, Makazice kolo is a simple and easily taiight
With this as a first kolo
dance with a pleasing time.
perhaps you can gain the interest of beginners enough
to try some of the more complicated Balkan dances.

We learned Makazice from Dick Crum, outstanding Balkan
dance authority, who introduced it in this coimtry. The
record we use is Folk Dancer MS. 3023 (this record also
contains Bela Eada and Poskakusa Zolos, both quite useable. Be s-ure to v/atch your v/eight evenly on both feet
as you move in part 1, so that there is no pronoimced
A ccmmon error is to dip v/ith a
up and doi-m motion.
Irish
deeply bent knee on the step behind as in the
"sevens" - try to avoid this.

The name of the
Kolo.

dance is

pronounced

"Ma-ka-zee-tse"

JUST IMDBR THE ¥IBE
The Twelfth Santa Barbara Folk Dance Conference will be
held this year August 13-20, 19 6? ^nth the following Andor Czompo, }?h2gene Ciejka, Ann Czompo, Ed Eremers,
Vilma ^iatchette, C. Stewart Smith, William Pillich and
Emilio Pulido on the staff. Further information may be
obtained by writing the Conference at University of Cal
ifornia, Santa Barbara, California, 93106. But do it at
once since the enrollment IS limited.
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THS EAJTES OF THE GASpiRSAUX

Northern New Hagland
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Come all you jolly Itanbermen
I mean to let you know
The Yankee "boys v/ill come no more
To drive the Gaspereaux.
Ton told them all the lies you could;
You were their bitter foe;
Bad luck attend those wild bushmen
That drove the Gaspereanx,

You tried to scare the lumbermen
And fill our hearts vfith fear;
You told them all their logs would not
Come down the strem that year;
Our boss spoke bravely to the men,
Saying, "¥e'll let those bushmen know,"
And it v/as but three weeks after.
That we drove the Gaspereaux.

4-'~T"

One of those natives had a da-ughter,
And she was lovely too;
And she v/as much admired
By one of the Yankee crew;
She alTcrays v/ore a purple dress.
And a red apron also,
¥e called her Hobin Eedhreast
On the Banks of the Gaspereaux.

'--.

.^vv•^

^'-^

One day as

I v;as walking,
She took me by surprise,
To see such a beautiful creature
Appear before my eyes;
I thought that I would watch her,
0?o see which way she^d go;
But she fell into my arms
On the Banks of the Gaspereaux,

"Rise up, rise up, my pretty fair maid.
And come along with me,
And I will sho^r you a short cut
Across the country;
I»ll dress you up in silks so fine.
And to the States we* 11 go;
We'll bid adieu to these dismal scnes
Here on the Gaspereaux."

"0 no,
no," this fair maid says,
«This thing it ne'er can be;
My sister would lament for me.
My papa he would grieve;
But go and ask my papa,
And to the Church xfe'll go;
1^11 be your kind companion
On the Banks of the Gaspereauz."
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But now this couple are parted - ne*er to meet again,
One on the Gaspereaux -. The other in the State of Elaine.
We'll drink a health to Hobin - the Stars & Sripes also;
We'll bid adieu to the dismal scenes
Here on the Gaspereaux,
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SQUARE DAMCIMG FOR
THE HAjNDiCAFFED

".'''V.''.'VA^ \

WV^I

by LES CHSMING
(Mike & Monitor)
Sq-uare dancing is not only a wonderful recreation
for people who are well but it is also a boost to those
who are handicapped because of old age, injuries, incu?*
rable illnesses, and mental or physical retarda.tion.
Some of my experiences as a caller illustrate this,

callinig with a square of yotaag folks in
I started
my basement. Before long, v/e had three squares, These
youngsters rapidly became proficient dancers, and it
was fun to them to put on an exhibition dance at va-

rious places.
first places we visited was the D.C,
One of the
Home for the Aged - destitute old people with no families to care for them. We put on a ij-hour variety show
of square dancing, cow-boy songs, and a magic act. During one of the cow-boy songs an elderly colored man
with white hair, in his 80's at least, got up and as an
impromptu act did a soft-shoe dance which brought down
the house.
All of us felt well rewarded to see smiles
on faces that had not smiled in a long, long time.

Jj

One of my trips as a caller was to the psychopathI was given an escort
ic ward of a military hospital.
who took me through fotir dool^s, xualocking and then lock
In the big room ining each door as we went through*
side the fourth door, three sqxjares were waiting to
dajice - male hospital patients in various stages of red-uring
cupera-tion from mind-shattering experiences'
World War 11, with voltmteer Red Cross workers as partners.. The dancing began and soon blank stares were being replaced by smiles of relaxation and interest.

entitled
One of HQT numbers was a ;^tter call
"Chase the Eabbit". Right in the middle of the dance,
when I was calling the figure like this: "Chase the rab'round
bit, chase the squirrel, chase the pretty girl
big
that
chase
*coon.,
now
the
possxnn,
the
world;
now
the
boy round the moon." A colored man dropped out of one
the
of the sc[uares and sat down. Of course we stopped
dance to see what was wrong. Upon inquiry the young man
replied: "He ain't calling me no coon." When it was e3&»
plained that "coon" meant "raccoon" and not him, he got
back into the square and the dance went on. The patients
enjoyment of the dance was evident. I know that for two
hours their minds had been taken away from their personal problems. I have been told that group activity like
this is good therapy for mental patients and that square
dancing ranks high in this respect.
*

One of my trips with my young folks was to the D.C*
Home for Incurables, Wci&a we were ready to begin our ex-

hibition, the patients were broTight in - some on crutch
es, some in wheel chairs, and some on stretchers.
could tell that it was '-.laving an eff; ct on the yoimg
folks of our group, but they responded by putting on the
best exhibition they hs.d ever done, .-.fs.in we saw smiles
on faces that had little to smile about, and we were
glad that v/e could bring a little Joy into the lives of
these -unfort-unate people*

Pour years ago I was asked to call for a ^roup of
retarded children ranging in age from 12 up» They loved
it, and it was a great satisfaction to me and mry to
see their smiles and hear their laughter as they took
part in this wholesome activity.
Many of the pa.rents
have told me how much squa.re dancing has done for their
children in helping them adjust to our normal world.
have no special technical advice to offer callers
who may be asked to call for such groups as I have mentioned.
The secret of success I believe, is jvBt plain
being willing to share our fim-filled activity with
those who, throiigh no fault of their ovm, are denied so
many of the things that we take for granted.
I

To be h^man should be
an excuse.

considered a priviledge and not

Tou never realize what ignorance is
working on a crossword puzzle*
Nothing
broke*

makes

tempation so

imtil you

easy to resist as

begin

being

In the old days a man who died with his boots on was
known as a bad man. IJov; he's a pedestrian*
.

Most often, people 8,ren*t as" sympathetic as
curious. -•

they are

3:>
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Eeene (N^H*) lilrening Sentinel
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anntial "Old Line" ball took place
I'/est S>'anzey:«- "The
at the Evans Hot^e on Thursday Afternoon and evening.
The "ball is one of the features of the winter season
and the event is alvays looked forward to with pleaSiire,
not only by those who live in to^n, but by many former
residents. Unlike the modern ball, these parties begin
in the afternoon and are attended by whole families

The guests began to arrive shortly after two o*
clock* and within an hour of that time the card tables
were surrotmded by interested players. The severe cold
did not seem to interfere with the attendance or the
pleasures of the occasion*

George E» Whitcombhad charge of the dancing and
shortly after four o* clock the first figure was forsad.
The venerable Sylvander ^fhitcomb, who is in his eightieth year, and his danghter were the first couple and
Mr ^Tiitcomb showed the younger dancers hov/ "Money Musk"
was dejiced fifty years ago. At six o'clock there was an
intermission for supper, after which the dance was resTjmed, VlT JjJvans, proprietor of the hotel served an elegant turkey supper and it was nearly ten o* clock before
the dining room was cleared,"

New Hampshire Sentinel, 2/17/I87O:- The tall given byJohn Sedgewick Post* G-JtmR, at Cheshire Hall on the evening of the ^ inst, x^as a decided success. "The hail
was very tastefnlly decorated with flags, pictiores of
onr most eminent and distinguished general officers,
and a variety of emblems and designs appropriate to the
occasion^ The music by the Eeene Quadrille Band was excellent, and the Grand Army Qiiadrille arranged expressly for the occasion by Prof, Merrill, and containing
many of the bngle calls which v;ere so familiar to those
who were in the service was received with universal enthusiasm. It was a very enjoyable affair and the large
number who participated evidently appreciated it, as
the pi'oular verdict was "for a downright good time it
was hard to beat.*^
a
a
a
'-^X
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New Hampshire Sentinel, 3/3/1970. Winchester:- "The
dance at the town hall on the 10th inst. was a perfect
success. All who were in attendance conducted themselves with propriety and strangers were made to feel perfectly at home.
The music by Gate's Band of Pitchburg
was very fine. One hundred couples were present and the
manag:ers, and others, exerted themselves to their utmost to provide for the comfort of all. We are informed
that no one claimed the reward offered "to any one who
could not have a good time," The supper provided by
Mr, Peterson was excellent."
o

D

a

o

New Hampshire Sentinel. 4/28/1970. At a ball in high
life a yo\mg man and an old gentleman seated nesx each
other were ya^pming so that their jaw bones were in dajiger of discola.tion. "Are you having a good time?" asked
the young fellow. "Me? Not at all." Let»s cut it then".
"Can*t. I'm master of the house."
<

>,
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Hampshire Sentinel, 2/l2/l97^. Walpole:- "The
sheet ajid pillow case dance that came off in the town,
hall last Friday night vjas a complete success. About
seventy dancers appeared in costume, presenting a novel
and funny appearance, which delighted a large crowd of
spectators. Amount of receipts, $l40,00,"

lew

Hampshire ^ntinel, 2/l9/l97^, Unionville. "There
is to be a calico ball at Union Hall on jPriday evening
of tUis week, at which the ladies are expected to apMusic will be furnished by the
pe8.r in calico dresses.
Strauss Orchestra, five pieces, A general invitation is
extended,"

¥ew

Hampshire Sentinel, 3/l9/l87^« The dancing season
closes in this town on Friday evening of this week,
when the Eeene Q,uadrille Eand, which has burnished excellent music for the assemblies and nearly all the par
ties in this vicinity during the winter, will have a
complimentary benefit at Cheshire Hall. Fir, Sherman
gives the use of the liall, and the entire proceeds of
the entertainment will go for the benefit of the Quadrille Band, which on this occasion x^rill be assisted by
that all v/ho have in the
txiro extra pieces. It is hoped
nopa.st enjoyed the fine music for which this band is
benefit.
ted, will turn out and give them s. rousing
l^Tew

Ditto - 3/26/7^:- The benefit tendered the Eeene Quadrille Band last Friday evening resulted in a net profit of about seventy-five dollars.

New Hampshire
adve rt i s emen t s
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Sentinel, 10/4/l87^.

The following two

Keene Qtiadrille Sand are prepared
^^ furnish Mils ic for Balls, Parties,
Levees, etc. Apply to Will Allen,
agent, Keene, 1T.H.
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DMCIHG; fe. Wood will commence his
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School for instruction in the Waltz,
Polka, Schottische (new)Galop, Pollea Hedowa, etc. (as taught 'ti^ Prof.
S.lf. Masters of Boston) on Wednesday Svening October 21 at 7 o* clock
Terms: Gents ^5,00.
in City Hall,
Ladies $2,00, for twelve lessons.
Private lessons given. P.S. Will
take schools in towns adjoining.

New Hampshire Sentinel, ll/26/l87^. Chesterfield; -"Suppose everybody and his wife, and some ot hers . will go
to the dance at Chesterfield Factory Thanksgiving night.
Don't know anything about the music, nor. even whether
there is to be any; but 'mine host*, Gurnsey has s<Hne
nice turkeys for supper, with other "fixins", that will
doubtless prove equal to the occasion. Just you try it
and see."

New

Hiampshire Sentinel, 12 /l7/l87^.
Chesterfield:-*
"Jferr's
shop at West Chesterfield was "dedicated",

whether to labor or Terpsichore, we are not certain, a
few evenings since, by a social dance.
We shall not
pronounce it legally performed, however, as we were unavoidably hindered from taking part in the services,
and we motion that it be done once a^!ain. and more than
once, if a^preeable.
The shop is two stories in height,
and "big as a meeting house", and dancing is about the
best use for it."

D'-^
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New Hampshire Sentinel, 3/2/1876, Chesterfield; "About
forty couples attended the dance at Chesterfield Factory last Thiirsday evening, in spite of the driving
snow, a zero tempera tiire and the fact that some roads
v;«re
impassable by the drifts; a condition that some
of them have hardly recovered from at >this writing.
Probably if it was on the eve of election day, and a
Democrat lived at the extreme limits of the town, a
path would be cleared to his very door sill I The next
dance will be held March 10 - plenty of time to fill
the roads to overflowing, or to set rid of the whole
mass and replace vjith miud a foot deepl IThich way will
you have it?
_ _^^

Same paper. Same date, Marlov;:*"The leap year ball on
the l^th inst. ^''as a success, at least as far as enjoyment was concerned. Notwithstanding the inclemency of
the wea-ther there was very nearly a hall full of dancers, all of whom evidently had a first rs.te time with
an Al supper thrown in. Oiiring to the efficiency of the
ladies v/ho managed the affair the bar was closed, and
the gentlemen were allowed but one cigar apiece, ¥e
wouldn't mind if leap yeax came oftener. Among the outof-to^i'/n guests we noticed the tall, commanding form of
Eeene*s efficient City Marshall."
-

Sentinel, 3/16/IB76, Hinsdale:* "As was
expected, a.bout twenty couples went from here to Bernards ton on Tuesday last for a leap year sleigh ride.
From all accounts it appears that they hs.d an. unusually happy time. The ladies were exceedingly open-heart*
ed end f:enerous in their treatment of the gentlemenThey secured a hall for dancing, employed a band for
music sjid provided a grand supper. To close up the entertednment at B« they invited the gentlemen to partake of refreshments again. The latter seemed suxpris-

New Hampshire

^0
ed at the magnanimity of the ladies and coiild hardly
consider it gallant to accept siich liberality, "but finally 5-ielded to the -urgent solicitations of their
fa,ir companions and
accompanied them a^^ain to the tables, when to their astonishment they were invited to
a grand raid on a rav/ salt codfish said to hs.ve been
"four and a half feet long", which consti tilted in 'the
main the closing repast. The young chaps each sectired
a section of the monster as a leap year trophy which
will be kept to refresh the memories of futtire years
The ba.ckmost member of the creatiire only was left and
tha.t vsiS forwarded by mail the next day to a disconsolate fellow who had been "unserved,"

iWe wish to call attention to oiir readers of "Let*s lance"
\a Magazine for Sqijare and Hoimd Dancers , Vol, 1, No. 1
/of which was recently received. "Edited by Howard :511is,
\"Let*s Dance" is a neat professional -looking magazine.
inches, consists of sixty-eight
JThe first issue,
printed on coated paper througjiout, two column,
l pages,
/on a variety of subjects interesting to all square and
round dancers. It will be published monthly by the Let's'
{Dance Publications, 5225 Connecticut Ave., 'fashing ton, f
.-D.G# 20015 at $^,00 per year of 12 issues. Introductory
offer for new subscribers, C^3,00,
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)The 1967 Eall Folk Dance Camp at Oglebay Institute,
Camp Russel in Oglebay Park, ^'/heeling, W. Va. will be \
held from Friday, September 1 through Monday, September
Detailed information may be obtained from the
/$-, 1967.
Institute at 8^1-^ National Hoad, v/heeling, v/est Yirgin-/
i$t, 26003.
\
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The 17th National Square Dance Convention is to be held
at Omaha, Nebraska, June 20, 21, 22, I968.
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FAJMLSSS FOLKLORE
Midstimmer Superstitions

There is a belief in parts of Mexico and Paragtiay that
hair nnist be cut on St. John's Day (June 2^), If it is
not cv± then, it will stop growing for the rest of the
year.
Certain Peruvian Indians burn their old clothes
on St. Jolin's Eve, believing that their poverty will
burn up with the clothes.

Young South American girls use the day to fore tell their marriage cha.nces. They plant com and beans.
If the com comes up first, the girl v/ill marry a foreigner since the com is blonde; if the beans come up
first the husband will be of her own race since beans
are dark»
Bamboo Cutting
Ceremonies and festivals a.re common in present-day Japan, many based on ancient legends. On June 20 in Kyoto
a bamboo-cutting ceremony takies place in which two
adjoining districts compete to cut bamboo,
teajns from
representing a legendary serpent into three pieces, A
good ha.rvest is assured for the district whose team
wins in the beimboo cutting*
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Bees And Weather

If bees fl: faj? from the hive, the weather will be good;
when bees stay close to the hive, rain is near»
It is
rural knov/ledge that a bee was never catight in a shower.

Haver Hint
Plowers of the elderberry
ries in a pie, are said to
resembling muscatel grapes

cooked with gooseberproduce a delicious flavor

biosh,

Devotees of natural foods tell us that elderberry blossom clusters dipped in waffle batter and fried in deep
fat are a gourmet's delight. Or the flowers may be pulled from their stems and added to pancake batter.

Good luck
If a cobweb
good luck.

brushes

against your face, you will have

if you can bliow the fluff off a dandelion in just one
puff V7ith your eyes closed, you are'insiired of good
luck.
Cat Lore
If you move a cat to a new house, butter its feet and
put it around a table leg four times, and it will not
run away.
Proverbs

D6 not insult the mother alligator until after you bave
crossed the river. (Eaitian).
Don't marry for money; you can borrow cheaper. (Scot.)
It is indiscreet

Choose your wife
field. (Czech).

for a rat to gnaw a tiger's tail (Chi)
,

not at a

dance, but in the

harvest

^tl

DO YOU
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REh\Eh\BERl
When cigers were made with a straw in the center so
they woxild draw?
When you went home for dinner, how sometimes mother
would tell you that the water boiled out of the potatoes, and that it was a sure si^ of raint
And when you were seated at the table, if you took a
slice of bread, or anything else on to your plate when
you already ha,d some, she vrouLd Bay that it was a sign
that somebody was coming to the house that was himgryt
This was a pretty safe bet, for it was no uncommon
thing to have a tramp knock at the door at mealtimes,
or

When you started to work, perhaps it did begin to look
like rain, and if you saw a load of empty barrels, that
made it a. sure thing?
And v/hen the rain came, remember how they used to say
that if it didnH clear up at eleven or three, it
wouldnH clear up all day?
I'lhen you sa.w a load of hay
coming, how you v/ould wish
on it? But your wish wouldn't come true if you looked
at it after liaving made your wish,
or
Can you remember, if somebody made you a present of a
jack-laiife or a pair of scissors, hovr you al^jays paid
them a cent, for they said that sharp articles received as gifts would "cut" friendship if they were not
paid for?
^iFhen practically every home had a canary?
or

Waen on every Hew Yearns jDay you alv/ays vjore something
having plenty of new clothers throioghoiit the
oar?
Wneii 3/ on. -rent berrying, remember how you had to
throw
the first one picked over yotir right shoulder to insi;'i'e iiiling your pail? If you were foolish enorigh
to
es/c it, it meant no luck at all?
When there were plenty of folks who would say when they
saw a shooting star, " There *s been a death somewhere I
nexf to as3x_re of
3'

•*

or
folks used to think that it was bad luck to cross
the route of a funeral procession?
V/hen sharply-dressed gents were called Dapper Dans,
or
Beau Brummells, City Slicker, Dude, Sharpie, jfency Dans
or a Clothes Horse?
Remember taffy-pulls, camisoles, hokey-pokey. Mother Hub
bard and Billiken Dolls?
I'/hen

Remember when? It really isn*t so long agoi

mmmmmmu
Tongue Twisters
Five brave maids sat on five broad beds, braiding broad
braids, I said to them, "Braid broad braids, brave maide"

Twixt siz thick th-umbs sit six thick sticks.

Sheep shouldn't sleep in a shed or a shack.

Six sick soldiers sighted six sinking ships at sea.
Round the rorigh and rs^gged rocks the rugged rascal Tan.
Four fat Frenchmen fried a feathered fowl for five fim-

ny farmers.
Clarice cuddled Clara's calico cat carefully.

Seven sly soldiers stole a slick sick salmon.

Amkckmmk
This mystical word, well-krtoi-m to most children, maybe
had its origin in the ancient Cabbala of the Thirteenth
worn
Cs^rt-'i'.-y, "Jriten as in the accompanying figure and
ward
off
power
to
have
to
\im.s
believed
amtilet,
it
as an
disease.
ctire
and

ABRACADABRA
ABRACADABR
ABRAGADAB
ABRA CADA
A B R A CA D
ABRA C A
A B R A C
ABRA
A B R
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IDIS THOUGHTS

How easy it is the
morning.

night before to get up early in the

rising feneration will see a
It won't unless it gets up earlier.

An editor says the
dav7n#

fighting for a
It takes a. wise man to know he*s
ciple or merely defending a prejudice.
If there is plenty of room at the top, as
says, ifh^ all the shoving up- there
The worst
about it#

iise

that can be made of

new

prin-

everybody

success is to boast

The truth doesn*t hurt tmless it onght to.
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DUfiPLINGS

1% cups sugar
cups water

Several drops red food
coloring
3 tbs butter or margarine
\ tea.spoon cinnamon
"% teaspoon nutmeg
I7I-

bisciiit mix to 3mke an l8-by-ll-inch rectangle
dough is rolled out to i-inch thickness •
6 medium apples, pa.red and cored
jUxtra butter, cinnamon, and nutmeg
6 teaspoons sugar (extra)
TiJnough

^jrhen

Combine sugar, v/ater and food coloring, bring to a
Stir in three tablespoons
boil, and. remove from heat.
i'lix biscuit
butter.
dough as directed on package and
roll out to J-inch thickness. Cut into six-inch squa.res.
Place one apple in center of each sq-uare, sprinlcle liberally T"rith s-ugar, cinnemon, and nutmeg; dot with butter. Moisten edges of dough and fold corners of squares
to center, then pinch edges together. Prick in several
places with the point of a knife to let out steam.
Pla.ce

dumplings one inch

apart in a

baking pan, pdur

the b^nip over and sprinkle with siigar. Bake at 375 degrees for 35 minutes or -until a].Tples are tender and the
criist nicely -brovmed. Serve 'A'arm with cream. Serves six.

y.j;V>

BAKED STUSESD

CLAl-iS

dm^tu^

Combine: 1 can chopped or minced clams vith broth, 2
cups bread crumbs, 2 tablespoons chopped green pepper,
\ lb, butter or ms-rg-arine, da,sh of garlic, salt, pepper,
Worcestershire sauce. Spoon into grea-sed shells. SprinkBs.ke 20 minutes or until brovm
le with grated cheese.
in hot oven, ^i^his is a wonderful hors d'oeuvre or appe<tizer.
-V.

STHlAl-iBD

4

blueberries

cuiis

BLIEB3RRY DmiPLING
2 cups flour

^ tsp, baking powder

2 cups sugar
1 tsp, vinegs^r
1 tbsp, butter

1 tsp« salt

3/^ cup milk

powder and salt; add butter, mix unflour., baking
til mes-ly; add milk. Put sugax, berries and 'vinegar in
bottom of buttered baking dish. Cover with sifted flour
mixture and steam forty- five minutes,

Mix

^

(^
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FIMISH GOi^S

1 yea.st cake
2 cups milk, scalded

cup butter
8-9 cups flour
1 cup stigar

•|

BRIIAD

2 eggs, well beaten
li tsp, salt
10 cardamon seeds (shell &
pound very fine in a cloth)

Add lukei/ra.rm
Dissolve yeast in ^ cup luke^^-rm water.
been added,
have
milk into which butter, salt and su^ar
Then add
seeds.
and dissolved. Add eggs and ca.rdamon
with
Cover
flour, 2 cups at a time. Mix thoroughly.

cloth. Let rise -ontil double in bulk (about 2 hours).
Then punch doT,7n, Cut dou£;h into 4 sections.
How cut
each section into 3 pieces. Roll out into long strips
and braid. Put in pans and let rise until li^rht. Bs^ke
20-25 minutes in moderate oven, 350. Brush xath butter
.;/,.•'..•
while hot and sorinld.e with sugar,

THA.NES: To

jyiary

Ann Herman - a cookbook,

(i-\iU$

PORTEEHODSS; STSA-K

Martin Morrison opened a New York restaurant in the
early 1800s, which he caller a porterhouse a.s similar
Ibiglish houses were called from the porter and ale they
sold. In I8l4 Mr, Morrison introduced a special cut of
steak on his menu that soon became popular and isas
Iniorm as porterhouse from the name of the restaurant.
Eing Henry Till, v;ho loved food is credited with
naming a saddle of beef a ba.ron of beef. The story goes
that when a beef roast was placed before him, King Henry struck it with his sword, knighting it a.nd calling
it a baron. A slice from it he called Sir Loin.
;VU,
,JV
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BIYB^TERY

41

The ba.yberrj'- shrub, which grows along the Atlantic
coast, is useful in many iciys. Its berries provide v/ax
Its leaves provide a good substitute for
for candles.
the true tropical bay leaves used as culinary herbs.
And it is a popular bird food: Myrtle warblers favor it
above all other foods, but some 90 other bird species
a-lso use it for food.

STSA^SUBRY iRAGRMCE;- Dying strawberry leaves, as in
fragrance.
the fs.ll, a,re- said to give off a delicious
Some compare it to violets, others to cefar^^ood. Others sa,y the fragrance can only be detected by members
of old aristocratic fajnilies, not by common folk.
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